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Vanessa is an archaeologist and an art journaler. In 2015, she went on a 

year long self-documenting project and now wants to share with you what 
she has learned from doing so.





Vanessa has been a member of  Get Messy Art Journal since almost the 
very beginning. Her talent, kindness and art journaling prowess has made 

her an integral part of  our team and our Get Messy friendships since 
then. When V embarked on her 52 Portraits project in 2015 we were in 

awe and so incredibly inspired. When we asked her to turn it into a course 
she was delighted, but not more than us. These prompts and challenges 

are at the heart of  what art journaling is: to know oneself  and to express 
that knowledge. We feel this is the perfect course for art journalers, 

photographers, artists, and humans. We cannot wait to see how you will be 
inspired and challenged, as we have been, by V’s initiative, soul searching 

and magical course. 

Now go Get Messy. 

XOXO
L & C 

A Note from Lauren and Caylee



Introduction
I turned 40 years old in 2015. I wanted to document my year, to paint the 

portrait of  who I was at that point in my life. I decided to embark on a 
year-long creative project : 52 weeks, 52 self-portraits. Not selfies, self-

portraits. What is the difference? Intention. A self-portrait is a photograph 
that deliberately presents a part of  you, an element of  your personality that 
you want to put forth. It is the product of  reflection, it is an art form, not 

a spontaneous picture.

I decided to use my DSLR because I wanted to know my camera better. 
In a world where your phone enables you to edit indefinitely and to share 

immediately, I wanted a slower process. Thought-out and visualised. I used 
my Nikon D-90 and my tripod. I considered buying a remote, but ended up 

just using the timer on the camera.

I shared my portrait each week at the same time and collected them on 
Instagram by using the hashtag #Vs52portraits. I gave a title to each 

portrait and wrote out a few sentences about it. This was my gift, this is 
the surprising result of  one year of  self-reflection: the words. I had no idea 

that this project would awaken in me the desire to write. To use words to 
support the project.

I have learned so much about me, about how I understand myself, about 
communicating what I want to say, about my artistic skills. I was often 

surprised by how people reacted to certain portraits, often because they 
were the ones that I thought weren’t saying much but ended up speaking 

volumes. When you start a long-term project of  this kind, it will inevitably 
lead you to new and unsuspected places.

I am thrilled that you are here. I am so excited to be your guide in this 
endeavour. You will emerge with a better knowledge of  you as a person and 
as an artist. Imagine doing this type of  exercise at different periods in your 
life, how interesting it would be to see what has changed and what hasn’t. 

So maybe we will meet again a few years down the road...

Ready? Let’s go.



How this Course Works
There are 52 prompts, I suggest you do one a week, but you can do them 

in any order you see fit and are welcome to alter or completely ignore 
ones that don’t speak to you to and add in your own that do. But challenge 

yourself  to do the majority of  the prompts as they will stretch you past 
your own ideas of  the obvious things around you and will bring out ideas 
and aspects of  yourself  that you may not have been aware of. Sometimes 
they may be a bit scary and push past your comfort zone, but that is the 
point. Each week will have a prompt, some direction, information, etc 

about the photo and words and then the prompt will be classified into a 
theme. Themes include: you, places, family, style, work, life, friends. 

My photos are included for reference and inspiration, you can also see how 
others are interpreting the them under the class hashtag #52portraitsclass

You may want to read through all the prompts at once and reorder them 
to your preference, or just simply commit to reading them one a time and 

being committed to following that prompt. Find a ritual that works for you 
and follow it each week. 

If  you’d like to share your progress on your blog, feel free to use the 
following blurb:

52 Portraits is a photography course in self  discovery by Vanessa and is 
hosted through Get Messy Art Journal. The course is a year long journey 

in using photography and words to turn your reflection inward and capture 
who you are at this phase in your life. Learn more and join the course here.

https://getmessyartjournal.com/shop/fifty-two-portraits/
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Plans + Ideas

• 14 •

theme: you

You are about to embark on a year long project. That is quite a feat. You will likely have 
moments where you really don’t feel like doing this at all. Some weeks, you will have ideas 
bursting out of  your head, others will be bleak and empty. Some weeks real life will keep 

you so busy that you have no idea how you’ll find the time to do your portrait. This is 
where these prompts come in. They are a starting off  point, a way into this project. You 

can do it and I am here to help!

Your first photo should reflect the fact that you are ready to do this, to explore aspects of  
your personality and to draw them forth using photography. Think of  where you would 

like this project to take you and try to capture that ‘let’s do this feeling’. Then, write down 
what your intentions are: what camera you will use and how/where you will share. This way 

you can be held accountable...in a good way.

Set Your Intentions
pROmpt #1
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theme: you

You are about to embark on a year long project. That is quite a feat. You will likely have 
moments where you really don’t feel like doing this at all. Some weeks, you will have ideas 
bursting out of  your head, others will be bleak and empty. Some weeks real life will keep 

you so busy that you have no idea how you’ll find the time to do your portrait. This is 
where these prompts come in. They are a starting off  point, a way into this project. You 

can do it and I am here to help!

Your first photo should reflect the fact that you are ready to do this, to explore aspects of  
your personality and to draw them forth using photography. Think of  where you would 

like this project to take you and try to capture that ‘let’s do this feeling’. Then, write down 
what your intentions are: what camera you will use and how/where you will share. This way 

you can be held accountable...in a good way.

Set Your Intentions
pROmpt #1

We are all have superpowers...what are yours? Is it your way with words? Or maybe it is in 
your skills in the kitchen? Are you a super athlete or a super fast reader? Which aspect of  
your personality could become a superpower should you be bitten by a radioactive spider? 

For me, it is paper and scissors, my secret magical tools.

Try to showcase the part of  your body that would be most used with these super powers.

Your Superhero Powers
pROmpt #2
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theme: you

This prompt addresses things we used to do in our past that we miss. Even if  they were 
not good for you, even if  they put you in dangerous situations, even if  it is irrational. What 

is that one thing that you know you shouldn’t miss doing but that you miss nonetheless? 
For me, it is smoking. How I miss those lovely smoke volutes! 

For this portrait, focus on illustrating the hold that this aspect of  your past has on you.

Back in the Day
pROmpt #3
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theme: you

This prompt addresses things we used to do in our past that we miss. Even if  they were 
not good for you, even if  they put you in dangerous situations, even if  it is irrational. What 

is that one thing that you know you shouldn’t miss doing but that you miss nonetheless? 
For me, it is smoking. How I miss those lovely smoke volutes! 

For this portrait, focus on illustrating the hold that this aspect of  your past has on you.

Back in the Day
pROmpt #3

Reading is a big part of  my life so naturally, I had to document the many lives I have lived 
with some of  the characters in the books I read. Getting lost in a story, whether it is in a 

book, audiobook, tv or movie format is one of  life’s great gifts. This is what I’d like you to 
document in this portrait. At the same time, you can document a part of  your routine: do 
you get lost in these stories in the morning when everyone is away and the house is yours? 

or at night, snuggled under the covers and before going to sleep (as in my case)?

Use a favorite story to show how this medium (whichever it is) impacts you.

All Your Potential Lives
pROmpt #4
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theme: you

Let’s face it: we are one or the other...never both. OK, maybe sometimes both. Also, some-
times it’s wine. But still, there is always that favorite...This portrait showcases your love 

for that one drink (or comfort food if  you don’t drink any of  these) that helps carry you 
through your day.

For this photo, try and highlight your drink by using depth of  field so that the focus is on 
you and your drink of  choice.

Coffee or Tea?
pROmpt #5
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Let’s face it: we are one or the other...never both. OK, maybe sometimes both. Also, some-
times it’s wine. But still, there is always that favorite...This portrait showcases your love 

for that one drink (or comfort food if  you don’t drink any of  these) that helps carry you 
through your day.

For this photo, try and highlight your drink by using depth of  field so that the focus is on 
you and your drink of  choice.

Coffee or Tea?
pROmpt #5

Of  all the places you have lived, which one do you call home? Which place is the one that 
feels comfortable to you? Is it where you did that internship? Is it the city where your par-
ents live? Or the one you are currently living in? If  you have lived in the same city all your 
life, you can approach this prompt as which house or apartment has been your favorite. Or 
even, if  you could live anywhere on earth, where do you think you would be most happy?

Use your body to present the name of  the place that you call home. Bonus points if  you 
are actually in that place.

thEmE: pLAcES

Chosen City
pROmpt #6



Plans + Ideas
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thEmE: fAmILY

This portrait addresses your relationship with that person who is your soulmate. The 
person who gets it, who gets you, sometimes better than you do yourself. That person who 

makes you feel like you are an essential part of  a team (so important). This doesn’t have 
to be your spouse or romantic partner, it can be a friend, a mentor, a colleague even. If  
you are not in a relationship or don’t have someone who fills in that role, document that 

fact. Try to show your strength in that independance...or not if  you aren’t. You could also 
approach this as a wish for the future.

This portrait can quickly become cliché so try to find a surprising angle when taking the 
shot. 

The Love of Your Life
pROmpt #7
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Imagined Lives
I love playing dress-up. Every party should be a costume party in my view. This shot is a 

staged one I did for my 40th party invitations (with a Mad Men theme). I will go all the way 
when it comes to this kind of  party, even setting out alcohol in glasses for an 8 am photo-

shoot!

Have fun with this one. Dress up, wear your favorite costume and document the kid in-
side...even if  it is a kid in 4 inch heels.

theme: you

This portrait addresses your relationship with that person who is your soulmate. The 
person who gets it, who gets you, sometimes better than you do yourself. That person who 

makes you feel like you are an essential part of  a team (so important). This doesn’t have 
to be your spouse or romantic partner, it can be a friend, a mentor, a colleague even. If  
you are not in a relationship or don’t have someone who fills in that role, document that 

fact. Try to show your strength in that independance...or not if  you aren’t. You could also 
approach this as a wish for the future.

This portrait can quickly become cliché so try to find a surprising angle when taking the 
shot. 

The Love of Your Life
pROmpt #7 pROmpt #8
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theme: you

We are all introverted at times and extraverted at other times. This is a prompt that enables 
you to addresses that duality. Does sharing make you uncomfortable or are you an open 

book? Do you feel that it is a kind of  ebb and flow or is it constant? I used to be super in-
troverted, until I decided that I wanted to interact more and become more of  an extrovert. 

For this portrait, play with shadow and light. Black and white photography used to be all 
about light and dark, so it may be better suited to this photo. Hide part of  your face like I 

did or use your shadow to show this hidden side of  you. 

Hide / Reveal
pROmpt #9
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We are all introverted at times and extraverted at other times. This is a prompt that enables 
you to addresses that duality. Does sharing make you uncomfortable or are you an open 

book? Do you feel that it is a kind of  ebb and flow or is it constant? I used to be super in-
troverted, until I decided that I wanted to interact more and become more of  an extrovert. 

For this portrait, play with shadow and light. Black and white photography used to be all 
about light and dark, so it may be better suited to this photo. Hide part of  your face like I 

did or use your shadow to show this hidden side of  you. 

Hide / Reveal
pROmpt #9

All families have their set of  toxic patterns. It isn’t always easy to address these. We are a 
product of  our upbringing, from the important traditions we carry on to the new things 
that we do because we ‘never want to make the same mistakes our parents did’. In this 
sense, we also want to reproduce the good elements from our upbringing. But as we 

become adults, personalities are forged and family ties can become binding instead of  
supportive. This portrait is about the web of  connections between parents and children, 

between siblings. 

If  possible, include your family members and try to highlight this relationship in a way that 
is different from the usual family portrait. Also think of  your place within that family.

thEmE: fAmILY

Family Ties
pROmpt #10



Plans + Ideas

• 24 •

Friends are our chosen family. That is how I see it anyway. They are the people we can be 
real with and who will see us as we are. They are our support system. They are our para-

chutes as we are going down and our life preservers as we are going up. 

Get your gang together and capture that feeling of  belonging, of  being a part of  a group 
that will look out for you as much as you will look out for them. Make it as candid a shot as 

possible.

thEmE: fRIENDS

Your Gang
pROmpt #11
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theme: you

Friends are our chosen family. That is how I see it anyway. They are the people we can be 
real with and who will see us as we are. They are our support system. They are our para-

chutes as we are going down and our life preservers as we are going up. 

Get your gang together and capture that feeling of  belonging, of  being a part of  a group 
that will look out for you as much as you will look out for them. Make it as candid a shot as 

possible.

Your Gang
pROmpt #11

Ok this one may make you very uncomfortable depending on where you are in your path 
to self-awareness. We all have that one obstacle or recurring problem in our lives. It may be 
something we have just come to be aware of  or it may be something we have been carrying 

all our lives. For me it is body issues. Actually, it is anxiety being dealt with by eating my 
emotions. It’s still super complicated and it is something I’ve been struggling with all my 

life. I have been very open about past eating disorder mechanisms and identifying triggers. 
So I am ok with this kind of  prompt. If  it is too confronting, you can be much subtler than 

me! 

This prompt can be addressed in two parts. For the first one, I wanted to show my favorite 
foods, the ones that I love to turn to when I am feeling anxious or stressed or lost. I wrote 

the names on my body because that is where this issue manifests itself  for me. I kept 
everything else neutral so the focus is on me.

That Nagging Issue (1)
pROmpt #12
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theme: you

The second part of  this prompt was for expressing how I feel after I have given in to those 
not so healthy coping mechanisms. I wrote down some of  the words that have been said to 
me either by myself  or others around me. This is the portrait where you can show the im-
pact that the nagging issue has on you. The first part showcases your outward feelings and 
this one showcases your inward feelings about the issue in question. If  you have resolved 

your nagging issue, this should be the triumphant victory photo!

Try to keep the overall look very similar so that visually it is clear that these two prompts 
are two facets of  the same one.

That Nagging Issue (2)
pROmpt #13
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The second part of  this prompt was for expressing how I feel after I have given in to those 
not so healthy coping mechanisms. I wrote down some of  the words that have been said to 
me either by myself  or others around me. This is the portrait where you can show the im-
pact that the nagging issue has on you. The first part showcases your outward feelings and 
this one showcases your inward feelings about the issue in question. If  you have resolved 

your nagging issue, this should be the triumphant victory photo!

Try to keep the overall look very similar so that visually it is clear that these two prompts 
are two facets of  the same one.

That Nagging Issue (2)
pROmpt #13

Make a Wish
thEmE: LIfE

Is there something you long for but don’t have? More time, a bigger house, children, a pet? 
This is the occasion to make your wish known. This is an intimate look at a desire we carry 
in our hearts. Find an object that is related to or that illustrates well what your wish is and 
add it to your portrait. In my case, I wanted a cat for various reasons and I used a cat skull 

to illustrate this.

Try to get up close and make sure the photo conveys your hope for this wish to come true.

pROmpt #14



Plans + Ideas

• 28 •

We all have to work to make a living (I include being a stay at home mother and being a 
student as work). Some work to live and others live to work. Which one are you? Have you 
managed to include some of  your interests into your day job? Is that unnecessary to you 
because you work just to have the money/freedom to then go do what you love? I am an 
archaeologist specialising in human remains. I am interested in death, mourning, biology 
and symbolism. I don’t bathe in these interests every day at work but my job is related to 

this aspect of  my personality.

For this portrait, try to immerse yourself  in something that captures your interest and show 
it to us. Alternatively, if  your job isn’t related to your interests, document what your every-

day is like at your job.

thEmE: wORk

Areas of Interest
pROmpt #15
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We all have to work to make a living (I include being a stay at home mother and being a 
student as work). Some work to live and others live to work. Which one are you? Have you 
managed to include some of  your interests into your day job? Is that unnecessary to you 
because you work just to have the money/freedom to then go do what you love? I am an 
archaeologist specialising in human remains. I am interested in death, mourning, biology 
and symbolism. I don’t bathe in these interests every day at work but my job is related to 

this aspect of  my personality.

For this portrait, try to immerse yourself  in something that captures your interest and show 
it to us. Alternatively, if  your job isn’t related to your interests, document what your every-

day is like at your job.

Areas of Interest
pROmpt #15

Claws Out
thEmE: StYLE

Depending on your personality, you probably have mechanisms to make yourself  look 
more confident, even when you don’t necessarily feel it inside. It could be killer hair, great 

makeup or the opposite, going understated in comfy clothings. For me it’s nailpolish. When 
I wear it, I am saying something to me or to others but it is always a deliberate gesture. 

Document an aspect of  your style that is actually a feel good gesture even though it may 
look quite innocent.

pROmpt #16
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theme: you

This is a relatively new notion for me. As someone who has struggled with weight issues I 
am really bad at taking care of  myself. This portrait helps you to think deliberately about 

what is good for you. What gesture can you do to be good to yourself  today? Is it taking a 
bubble bath or just reading the newspaper?

The photo should feature the activity that helps you let go of  the real world and feel good 
about you.

The Importance of Self-Care
pROmpt #17
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This is a relatively new notion for me. As someone who has struggled with weight issues I 
am really bad at taking care of  myself. This portrait helps you to think deliberately about 

what is good for you. What gesture can you do to be good to yourself  today? Is it taking a 
bubble bath or just reading the newspaper?

The photo should feature the activity that helps you let go of  the real world and feel good 
about you.

The Importance of Self-Care
pROmpt #17

Roots
thEmE: pLAcES

Are you a nomad or a sedentary person? Do you like to roam the world or your patch of  
land in it? Do your roots run deep down in the soil so that they are difficult to transplant 
or do they skim the surface, ready to get up and go whenever the whimsy is upon you? 
Time to address this part of  you. In my case, we are a nomadic family, but I grow deep 

roots everywhere we go. I would love to grow a produce garden but it is just not possible at 
the moment.

This portrait addresses our lifestyle and where we feel we fit in it.

pROmpt #18
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This is a whimsical portrait. What crazy thing would you love to do to your appearance if  
you had the guts/the time/ the money to do it. Would you dye your hair a funky color? 

Would you shave your head? Would you pierce your nose? For me it is tattoos. I love them, 
I wish I could have this many. I had so much fun putting on these fake tattoos for this 

picture and was so proud to walk around with them all day!

Showcase your whimsical side! Get a wig, use accessories, show us what you would do if  
you had no fear of  being judged for it.

thEmE: StYLE

You Did What?
pROmpt #19
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theme: you

This is a whimsical portrait. What crazy thing would you love to do to your appearance if  
you had the guts/the time/ the money to do it. Would you dye your hair a funky color? 

Would you shave your head? Would you pierce your nose? For me it is tattoos. I love them, 
I wish I could have this many. I had so much fun putting on these fake tattoos for this 

picture and was so proud to walk around with them all day!

Showcase your whimsical side! Get a wig, use accessories, show us what you would do if  
you had no fear of  being judged for it.

You Did What?
pROmpt #19

What kind of  stories are you attracted to? We have already looked at the extra lives we 
get to live when we read or immerse ourselves in stories (in portrait 4), but what type of  
stories are the ones that we really get into? Do you prefer biographies, graphic novels, 

fiction, historical dramas, horror, romance or science-fiction books? Why are these stories 
so attractive to you? For me it is vampire literature. I would love to be immortal and watch 

humanity develop and evolve.

Stack up a pile of  your favorite books and explain why these are the stories that you love.

Stories We Love
pROmpt #20
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theme: you

Twenty weeks into this project I hit a kind of  rut. I felt like no one was really interested in 
little old me, most of  all myself. All of  a sudden I didn’t want to share anything anymore. 

So this image reflected that need to stay within myself  for a week.

Address that feeling of  wanting to be closed and nourish your inner pearl in this portrait.

Closed
pROmpt #21
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theme: you

Twenty weeks into this project I hit a kind of  rut. I felt like no one was really interested in 
little old me, most of  all myself. All of  a sudden I didn’t want to share anything anymore. 

So this image reflected that need to stay within myself  for a week.

Address that feeling of  wanting to be closed and nourish your inner pearl in this portrait.

Closed
pROmpt #21

This is another tongue-in-cheek portrait. Take something you dislike doing and turn the 
meaning of  it on its head. For example, I hate doing housework so I put on my best dress, 
heels and lipstick and turned it into a super glamorous endeavour. (You should have seen 

my kids’ faces as I was doing this at 7 am on a Saturday).

Have fun changing the meaning of  a menial task that you dislike doing.

Domestic Goddess
pROmpt #22
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The Bones of It
thEmE: wORk

Work being such a big part of  our daily lives, there are a few prompts that address this. 
What does your job entail, what do you do all day, what are you surrounded by in your 

work environment? What object encompasses all of   this? Document the objects that are 
part of  your everyday at your workplace. For me, it is the human remains that I study in the 

laboratory I work in. 

For this portrait, focus in on that one object that is constant in your workday.

pROmpt #23
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The Bones of It
Work being such a big part of  our daily lives, there are a few prompts that address this. 
What does your job entail, what do you do all day, what are you surrounded by in your 

work environment? What object encompasses all of   this? Document the objects that are 
part of  your everyday at your workplace. For me, it is the human remains that I study in the 

laboratory I work in. 

For this portrait, focus in on that one object that is constant in your workday.

pROmpt #23

thEmE: fAmILY

Parenthood is a truly daunting task. It is something no one is really ready for. It is both 
confronting and rewarding. Becoming a parent changes everything, sometimes for the bet-
ter, sometimes for the worse. This picture addresses that choice and what it means to you 
as an individual. If  you don’t have children, this prompt is the perfect occasion to explore 

why. Was it a conscious choice? Do you prefer the company of  animals?

Photograph your little ones (human or animal) in relation with you. If  you don’t have chil-
dren, make the photograph about why you are happy/unhappy with that choice.

Parenthood
pROmpt #24
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thEmE: LIfE

Finding balance in our very busy lives is really difficult. Striking that equilibrium between 
working and being creative, between being a mother and being one’s self, between self-care 
and self-indulgence is not easy. This prompt addresses that quest. What is on either side of  

that fine line for you?

Easy : picture yourself  balancing on something! (careful not to break anything though)

Balance
pROmpt #25
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Finding balance in our very busy lives is really difficult. Striking that equilibrium between 
working and being creative, between being a mother and being one’s self, between self-care 
and self-indulgence is not easy. This prompt addresses that quest. What is on either side of  

that fine line for you?

Easy : picture yourself  balancing on something! (careful not to break anything though)

Balance
pROmpt #25

Numbers, dates and anniversaries are important time markers. Whether they are wedding 
dates, death dates, break-up dates, birthdates, we need to commemorate them. Choose an 
important  event in your life to commemorate. For me, it was our five year wedding anni-

versary, so I put on my wedding dress and high fived the camera.

For this portrait, wear something that reminds you of  the event you are commemorating.

thEmE: fAmILY

Time Markers
pROmpt #26
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theme: you

Forever Young
The word ‘adultolescent’ (which is a contraction of  adult and adolescent) was the base 
of  this portrait. I wanted to show that even though these portraits commemorate my 

40th year, in my mind I am still 25. What objects do you still cherish from when you were 
younger? Are you someone who is able to act their age? Or is the child within still in 

charge?

Surround yourself  with the objects of  your past if  you have them or the ones that speak of  
your age.

pROmpt #27
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Forever Young
The word ‘adultolescent’ (which is a contraction of  adult and adolescent) was the base 
of  this portrait. I wanted to show that even though these portraits commemorate my 

40th year, in my mind I am still 25. What objects do you still cherish from when you were 
younger? Are you someone who is able to act their age? Or is the child within still in 

charge?

Surround yourself  with the objects of  your past if  you have them or the ones that speak of  
your age.

pROmpt #27

This could also be called the tipping-point or the halfway mark. There are these moments 
in our lives when we really feel that something is ending and that something else is starting. 

Document your feelings about the end of  a period of  your life. Are you hopeful about 
what is next or already nostalgic for what has transpired?

Visually separate your photo into two parts using an element from your environment.

thEmE: LIfE

Crossroads
pROmpt #28
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theme: you

How does magic fit in your life? Are you a realist or someone who believes in fairies? Do 
you think coincidences are just that or are they something more? This portrait lets us docu-
ment that part of  us that is open to chance, wonder, whimsy. I know it is a big part of  who 

I am. I never want to lose the ability to be awed by something.

Have fun with glitter or sequins. To photograph flying glitter, your camera has to be set at a 
very high speed. You will need lots of  light and make sure your shutter speed is at 1/1600 
and your shutter is open at f5 so you have some depth of  field. Also, be prepared to take 

lots of  photos and have a lot of  glitter on hand so you can choose the one photo that you 
love.

Wonder
pROmpt #29
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How does magic fit in your life? Are you a realist or someone who believes in fairies? Do 
you think coincidences are just that or are they something more? This portrait lets us docu-
ment that part of  us that is open to chance, wonder, whimsy. I know it is a big part of  who 

I am. I never want to lose the ability to be awed by something.

Have fun with glitter or sequins. To photograph flying glitter, your camera has to be set at a 
very high speed. You will need lots of  light and make sure your shutter speed is at 1/1600 
and your shutter is open at f5 so you have some depth of  field. Also, be prepared to take 

lots of  photos and have a lot of  glitter on hand so you can choose the one photo that you 
love.

Wonder
pROmpt #29

Humans are social creatures. It doesn’t mean we are surrounded by myriads of  people but 
we are often surrounded by friends, colleagues, people we know, our friends. No matter 

how big or small your group of  friends is, it is a part of  your life. Being one of  many feels 
good sometimes. Belonging to a group of  people helps put things in perspective. This 

portrait is your chance to document this.

Take a group shot that shows you with others, but without you being the center of  atten-
tion visually.

thEmE: fRIENDS

One of Many
pROmpt #30
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A Room of One's Own
thEmE: pLAcES

Oh that all important space that belongs just to you! That room where the walls reflect 
your tastes, your personality, your style! Virginia Woolfe was right, it is so important to have 

that area that inspires you by being a reflection of  yourself. Showcase this space in your 
photo. It doesn’t have to be a room, it can be a corner of  a room, a chair, a bedside table. 
Basically, any space that speaks to you. For me it’s my studio area and my gallery wall. This 

is where I do most of  my creating.

Showcase your space, in its natural state, with you in it. 

pROmpt #31
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theme: you

A Room of One's Own
Oh that all important space that belongs just to you! That room where the walls reflect 

your tastes, your personality, your style! Virginia Woolfe was right, it is so important to have 
that area that inspires you by being a reflection of  yourself. Showcase this space in your 

photo. It doesn’t have to be a room, it can be a corner of  a room, a chair, a bedside table. 
Basically, any space that speaks to you. For me it’s my studio area and my gallery wall. This 

is where I do most of  my creating.

Showcase your space, in its natural state, with you in it. 

pROmpt #31

We are made of  stars, earth, air, water and fire. We are all of  these elements combined and 
rolled into magnificent creatures. But which element really calls to you? Which one do you 
identify with? Is it being in the mountains and watching the sun on their peaks? Are you a 
stargazer, always living in space? Or do you like to play with fire? Personally, I am a water 

elemental. I thrive when I am near water, when I can hear it, see it, smell it. 

Document your relationship to the element that you most identify with.

Elemental
pROmpt #32
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Hit the Road, Jack
thEmE: pLAcES

There is something about the open road that appeals to us, that beckons to us. The idea of  
freedom, going where the wind takes you is a strong one. Leaving the everyday behind and 
looking ahead to the horizon is something I highly recommend. Road trips don’t have to be 
extensive, long or really far to be enjoyable. They could be your daily commute or a quick 

weekend getaway. The distance isn’t the issue, the feeling is.

Document how it feels to let go of  your everyday reality and just get up and go.

pROmpt #33
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Hit the Road, Jack
There is something about the open road that appeals to us, that beckons to us. The idea of  
freedom, going where the wind takes you is a strong one. Leaving the everyday behind and 
looking ahead to the horizon is something I highly recommend. Road trips don’t have to be 
extensive, long or really far to be enjoyable. They could be your daily commute or a quick 

weekend getaway. The distance isn’t the issue, the feeling is.

Document how it feels to let go of  your everyday reality and just get up and go.

pROmpt #33

Childhood Romping Ground
thEmE: pLAcES

Revisiting places where you went as a child can be really risky. You can be disapointed at 
how much it has changed. Or the opposite may be true. Maybe it has magically stayed just 
as wonderful as you remember it. For me, the road trip of  prompt 33 led me to the place 
where we used to go on vacation when I was a kid. We went to the local amusement park 

and it was exactly as I remembered it. Just as exciting, stimulating and excessive as 30 years 
ago.

Document yourself  in a space that you used to go to when you were young. Let the image 
show how you feel about finding yourself  in that space again.

pROmpt #34
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thEmE: StYLE

Whenever something scary comes up where I feel I need to perform, I curb my anxiety by 
looking the part. Looking good and feeling confident are intimately related even though 
you sometimes wish it wasn’t. What does your power suit look like? Do the clothes make 
the person? Are you a ‘fake it till you make it’ type of  person or is your confidence not at 

all related to how you look?

Wear your soft armour, the clothes that makes you feel empowered and show off  that 
confident you!

pROmpt #35

Look the Part
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Whenever something scary comes up where I feel I need to perform, I curb my anxiety by 
looking the part. Looking good and feeling confident are intimately related even though 
you sometimes wish it wasn’t. What does your power suit look like? Do the clothes make 
the person? Are you a ‘fake it till you make it’ type of  person or is your confidence not at 

all related to how you look?

Wear your soft armour, the clothes that makes you feel empowered and show off  that 
confident you!

pROmpt #35

Look the Part
We live in the world. We live in a world that is very different from the one we lived in ten, 

even twenty years ago. We live in a world with war, terrorism, hate, love, hope, loss. We 
cannot help but be touched by what is happening around us. We cannot help but react. 

This photo was taken right after I saw the image of  Alan Kurdi face down in the sand. I 
will never forget my immediate and intrinsic reaction to that photo, to the death of  that 
child. It pierced through me, I wanted to bring him inside my body and bring him back 
to life. I had a huge physical reaction, I still cry each time I see it. Such is the power of  

photography.

Document your reaction to an event in the news whether it is international news, in your 
community or even in your family.

thEmE: LIfE

Witness
pROmpt #36
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theme: you

How organised are you? Are your books placed in alphabetical order on your shelves or are 
they arranged by color? Are you always writing to do lists on the back of  loose pieces of  
paper and always losing them or do you keep everything in a specific notebook? How do 

you approach new skills that you have to learn? I am very specific about what system I use 
to keep track of  which information. I use post-its like no other and only use one type of  

pen per notebook. 

Photograph your system, the tools you use and show us how they help you stay focused.

Everything in its Right Place
pROmpt #37
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How organised are you? Are your books placed in alphabetical order on your shelves or are 
they arranged by color? Are you always writing to do lists on the back of  loose pieces of  
paper and always losing them or do you keep everything in a specific notebook? How do 

you approach new skills that you have to learn? I am very specific about what system I use 
to keep track of  which information. I use post-its like no other and only use one type of  

pen per notebook. 

Photograph your system, the tools you use and show us how they help you stay focused.

Everything in its Right Place
pROmpt #37

thEmE: pLAcES

Travelling on one’s own is very confronting. It is scary to leave your loved ones behind and 
to venture out all alone. What if  something happens? What if  I get lost? What if  that is 

exactly what you need? By travelling by ourselves, we are opening ourselves to new adven-
tures. We fight fear. We realise that we are capable of  so much.

Document the feeling you get when travelling by yourself. If  you never have, imagine what 
it would feel like and if  you think you would like it or not.

Travelling Solo
pROmpt #38
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Your Vibe Attracts Your Tribe
thEmE: fRIENDS

Are there some people in your life that have come to you through unexpected pathways? 
Creative friends or people who have gone through experiences that are similar to yours and 

that have become like family? These people share with you intimate parts of  their beings 
because they are responding to your openness and to your willingness to let them in. I have 

such people. These two women, they are my earth-mother and my sky-mother. I cherish 
their presence in my life.

Photograph yourself  in the presence of  your tribe. Of  someone who has had a profound 
effect on your being or someone whose friendship is particularly precious to you. If  you 

cannot be together for the photo, there are plenty of  creative ways to cheat!

pROmpt #39
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Your Vibe Attracts Your Tribe
Are there some people in your life that have come to you through unexpected pathways? 

Creative friends or people who have gone through experiences that are similar to yours and 
that have become like family? These people share with you intimate parts of  their beings 

because they are responding to your openness and to your willingness to let them in. I have 
such people. These two women, they are my earth-mother and my sky-mother. I cherish 

their presence in my life.

Photograph yourself  in the presence of  your tribe. Of  someone who has had a profound 
effect on your being or someone whose friendship is particularly precious to you. If  you 

cannot be together for the photo, there are plenty of  creative ways to cheat!

pROmpt #39

thEmE: LIfE

Art is an important aspect of  my life. I try to be creative every day. Even if  you think you 
are not an artistic person, art can have a positive effect in your life. Artists bring us their 
vision of  the world and we react to it just like we react to the news. Being exposed to art 

opens the mind and the heart and inspires. You don’t have to be an artist to be inspired by 
someone’s work. But you do need to take the time to go see it.

Visit a museum or a gallery and photograph yourself  with some amazing art.

Art
pROmpt #40
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theme: you

Each year, we are reminded to be grateful for what has been given to us. Each year, we 
gather and we acknowledge the good in our lives. Sometimes we even acknowledge the bad 

for what it has given us in the end. It is a time of  self-reflection and thinking about how 
lucky we truly are.

Take a close-up shot of  yourself  with a cornucopia of  elements which will represent all 
that you are grateful for. I chose flowers, but it can be food, grains, drawings, balloons; 

whatever strikes your fancy.

Harvest
pROmpt #41
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Each year, we are reminded to be grateful for what has been given to us. Each year, we 
gather and we acknowledge the good in our lives. Sometimes we even acknowledge the bad 

for what it has given us in the end. It is a time of  self-reflection and thinking about how 
lucky we truly are.

Take a close-up shot of  yourself  with a cornucopia of  elements which will represent all 
that you are grateful for. I chose flowers, but it can be food, grains, drawings, balloons; 

whatever strikes your fancy.

Harvest
pROmpt #41

thEmE: StYLE

Similarly to looking the part like in prompt number 35, this portrait addresses the type of  
clothing you usually find yourself  wearing. Are you someone who is more comfortable 

in casual wear? Or are you a Posh Spice type of  dresser? Has your style changed through 
time? As we get older, there are some things that become a little awkward. I’m attracted to 

the goth, dark, emo style of  dress. But I’m also 40 so I try to strike a balance.

Take a detailed shot of  what makes your style work for you. 

She's Got the Look
pROmpt #42
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thEmE: fAmILY

This portrait is specific to my situation. I have two children born three years and one week 
apart. I wanted to document what each one brings to me as a person and as a mother. If  

you have children, document your relationship with each one. My eldest made me a mother 
and this is the aspect I focused on when taking that photo. 

Involve your child in this portrait, try and bring forth your relationship in your photo.

Children (1)
pROmpt #43
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This portrait is specific to my situation. I have two children born three years and one week 
apart. I wanted to document what each one brings to me as a person and as a mother. If  

you have children, document your relationship with each one. My eldest made me a mother 
and this is the aspect I focused on when taking that photo. 

Involve your child in this portrait, try and bring forth your relationship in your photo.

Children (1)
pROmpt #43

My second child really completed our family. This is the angle I wanted to focus on when 
taking an individual photo with each child. If  you don’t have children or pets that would fit 
in this prompt, then document how your family is made up of  your significant other and 

that this is what makes you happy.

Try to have similar visual elements as the previous picture because they are two parts of  
the same prompt. Repeat with however many children or grandchildren you have.

thEmE: fAmILY

Children (2)
pROmpt #44
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Memento Mori
thEmE: LIfE

This means ‘remember that you will die’. So, live! It is so important to seize the day! To live 
life fully. I am sometimes submerged by the urgency of  it. This portrait was taken dur-

ing Dia de los Muertos or what the French call la Toussaint (All saints day). It is a day to 
remember our loved ones, the ones who have died. The Victorians mourned their day for a 

extended period so that they were reminded of  the importance of  living.

Play with the idea of  being in touch with the spirits of  loved ones that have passed on. 
Surround yourself  with a spooky landscape.

pROmpt #45
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theme: you

Memento Mori
This means ‘remember that you will die’. So, live! It is so important to seize the day! To live 

life fully. I am sometimes submerged by the urgency of  it. This portrait was taken dur-
ing Dia de los Muertos or what the French call la Toussaint (All saints day). It is a day to 

remember our loved ones, the ones who have died. The Victorians mourned their day for a 
extended period so that they were reminded of  the importance of  living.

Play with the idea of  being in touch with the spirits of  loved ones that have passed on. 
Surround yourself  with a spooky landscape.

pROmpt #45

Feeling strong in our bodies is something that we know is important but that we don’t 
always fully integrate into our lives. Is exercise a part of  your life? Something that is neces-
sary in your routine? Or do you struggle to find the motivation? I have periods where I’m 
so motivated and get fit and others when I really struggle and have zero interest. I can feel 

the repercussions when I neglect my body and this portrait addressed that feeling. 

Document your relationship to your body in regards to fitness.

Strong / Un-strong
pROmpt #46
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theme: you

Optimist / Pessimist
Which are you: is the glass half-full or half-empty? Are you cynical or naive? Are you an 
optimist or a pessimist? When it comes to our outlook on life, the place where we start 

from has an impact of  how we view the world around us. This prompt addresses this fun-
damental way of  looking at life. 

This portrait really lends itself  to a simple, high contrast, black and white photograph. 
Place yourself  under a harsh indoor light or direct sunlight to get this type of  high contrast 

shot.

pROmpt #47
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theme: you

Optimist / Pessimist
Which are you: is the glass half-full or half-empty? Are you cynical or naive? Are you an 
optimist or a pessimist? When it comes to our outlook on life, the place where we start 

from has an impact of  how we view the world around us. This prompt addresses this fun-
damental way of  looking at life. 

This portrait really lends itself  to a simple, high contrast, black and white photograph. 
Place yourself  under a harsh indoor light or direct sunlight to get this type of  high contrast 

shot.

pROmpt #47

There are moments in our lives when we are our own worst enemy. When our procrasti-
nation gets the best of  us. When we convince ourselves that inaction is a good thing when 

clearly it isn’t. When we put something off  until later and it comes right back to bite us 
in the derrière. In my case, it has been my attitude toward the fact that we are moving to 
Beijing. I haven’t wanted to start learning Mandarin because of  100 ridiculous excuses. I 

documented my Chinese name to help motivate me.

For this photo try and illustrate what your self-sabotaging mental blocks are. Give them 
physical form, name them, show them (and then get rid of  them!).

Mental Blocks
pROmpt #48
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theme: you

Archetypes are ways of  expressing personality types through certain elements of  our being. 
For example, are you someone whose maternal instincts are very strong (whether or not 
you have kids)? Then the Mother is an archetype that applies to you. Another example, 

are you an advocate for causes that really speak to you? Then your archetype could be the 
Defender. The tarot is an assemblage of  these archetypes but there are many other sources 
too. Books, myths, gods and goddesses are all good places to find these archetypes. I chose 
the tarot because I am attracted to the cards and their designs. Pick a part of  your person-

ality from which you can derive an archetype and show us why you identify with it.

Use a drawing or a picture of  the archetype that most resembles you.

Archetype
pROmpt #49
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theme: you

Archetypes are ways of  expressing personality types through certain elements of  our being. 
For example, are you someone whose maternal instincts are very strong (whether or not 
you have kids)? Then the Mother is an archetype that applies to you. Another example, 

are you an advocate for causes that really speak to you? Then your archetype could be the 
Defender. The tarot is an assemblage of  these archetypes but there are many other sources 
too. Books, myths, gods and goddesses are all good places to find these archetypes. I chose 
the tarot because I am attracted to the cards and their designs. Pick a part of  your person-

ality from which you can derive an archetype and show us why you identify with it.

Use a drawing or a picture of  the archetype that most resembles you.

Archetype
pROmpt #49

Getting Your Wish
I was lucky enough to have the wish I documented in prompt number 14 come true. I 

decided to document my new companion in this portrait. Depending on what your wish 
was and on if  it came true, picture yourself  with the subject of  your wish. If  it hasn’t come 

true, document why.

Make sure this portrait features your feelings about the whole thing.

pROmpt #50
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There are people who come into our lives just at the right moment. Living a nomadic life 
(like I do) is difficult because you live far from friends and family. The ties you create are 

strong for a while, but fade as postings come and go. You feel like you don’t fit in as easily 
with your friends back home because so much has happened to them and to you while you 
were away. Some friendships made abroad supercede time and distance, because of  shared 
experience, because of  difficult heart-wrenching situations, because of  everyday hardships. 

The women in this portrait are some of  the most resilient people I know. 

Document those people who you don’t see often but that you keep close to your heart 
because of  what you have gone through together.

thEmE: fRIENDS

Resilience
pROmpt #51
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There are people who come into our lives just at the right moment. Living a nomadic life 
(like I do) is difficult because you live far from friends and family. The ties you create are 

strong for a while, but fade as postings come and go. You feel like you don’t fit in as easily 
with your friends back home because so much has happened to them and to you while you 
were away. Some friendships made abroad supercede time and distance, because of  shared 
experience, because of  difficult heart-wrenching situations, because of  everyday hardships. 

The women in this portrait are some of  the most resilient people I know. 

Document those people who you don’t see often but that you keep close to your heart 
because of  what you have gone through together.

Resilience
pROmpt #51

My final portrait turned out to be on December 26th. It was important to me that I docu-
ment my family all together and that I acknowledge everything they bring to my life. It is 
also a season full of  magic and twinkling lights. So we gathered under the Christmas tree 
and let the lights shine on our faces. I couldn’t choose between the two photos so I left 

them both in.

For this shot, surround yourself  with your loved ones, make explicit the love that sur-
rounds you and what they bring to your life.

Your People
thEmE: fAmILY
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Time to shine! The final portrait can be done on the last day of  the year, 365 days after the 
first one. In this way, you close the loop! I took this as a closing portrait for my project. 
I wanted to show that though we don’t know what is coming, there is so much beauty in 

realising what you have.

Use the New Year sparkle as an excuse to shine!

thEmE: LIfE

Golden
BONuS pROmpt
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Time to shine! The final portrait can be done on the last day of  the year, 365 days after the 
first one. In this way, you close the loop! I took this as a closing portrait for my project. 
I wanted to show that though we don’t know what is coming, there is so much beauty in 

realising what you have.

Use the New Year sparkle as an excuse to shine!

Golden
BONuS pROmpt

Final Words
Congratulations! You made it. A whole year documented through your 

lense. What a feeling! I’m hoping that, like me, you have come out of  this 
project with the sentiment that you know yourself  better. I hope you know 

that you can confidently take a long term project and carry it through. I 
learned so much from doing these 52 portraits and I hope that you did too.

I’m proud of  you! 

x VANESSA




